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We’ve Come Full Circle

3 YEARS IN THE MAKING

The event was held at the Sheraton Lake Buena
Vista Resort in Orlando, Florida, a place that has
special meaning for Roslyn and myself because
it was a little more than three years prior that
we were at the same hotel, in that same room,
for our very first GKIC Fast Implementation
Bootcamp. That was before we launched Roz
Strategies. At the time, I was still in transition,
figuring out an exit strategy from the business
I had started in 1998 and trying to decide what
to do next. What’s really interesting is that Dave
Dee, one of our many speakers, who taught us at
that seminar three years ago, was now speaking
on our stage at the Marketing and Technology
Extravaganza! It was a really serendipitous
moment.
I’ll admit that I was nervous when we started
Roz Strategies. Even though I had built my tax
resolution company from my dining room table
to a successful company, I also started it at the
younger age of 42. Starting over at the age of 58
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wasn’t really something I had planned on doing.
Also, even though I knew I wanted to teach, train,
and coach people in the tax resolution industry,
I wasn’t exactly sure how to go about doing it!
But Roslyn never doubted what we could do
and reassured me many times, saying “We’ll
figure it out. We’ll do it together.” Since we were
empty nesters with the children gone from the
house, we decided to go for it and put one foot
in front of the other. We invested in working with
a business coach and enrolled in mastermind
groups. We focused on continuing education,
as we do to this day, which was the key to our
formula of building a solid foundation for our
company.

“

The event was held at the Sheraton Lake
Buena Vista Resort in Orlando, Florida, a
place that has special meaning for Roslyn
and myself because it was a little more
than three years prior that we sat at
the same hotel, in that same room, for
our very first GKIC Fast Implementation
Bootcamp.

“

We kicked off 2017 with a bang, holding our 3rd
Annual Marketing and Technology Extravaganza
for tax resolution practitioners that we cohost with the American Society of Tax Problem
Solvers (ASTPS). The event was a huge success
— especially for the attendees, who heard from
guest speakers new to the industry, including
many we’ve heard from before but with fresh
new content. We also enjoyed connecting with
our members at the members-only lunch we host
for our group. There is literally no other place on
the planet where someone doing tax resolution
can find the resources and tools they need for
their practice in one place. We received great
feedback, and we’re so grateful to the attendees
and speakers who made the event such a
success.

It’s amazing how things have come full circle.
It’s been close to three years since Roslyn and
I started our business, and we never could’ve
imagined where we’d end up. You really never
know where the path will lead once you decide
to be open to the possibility of following your
dreams. Being back in that room in Orlando
where it all began meant a lot to us.
We couldn’t be more excited for the
future!

– Michael Rozbruch
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FROM THE PRACTICE CORNER …

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:

THE POWER OF RADIO

AS I SEE IT

This past January marked our third annual
Marketing and Technology Conference, which we
host along with ASTPS. Coming home from the
event, I had a conversation with Michael about the
previous MTEs and how it all began back in October
2013. In one week, three people told Michael to read
the book “The Millionaire Messenger” by Brendon
Burchard. Every so often we like to reminisce
(maybe me more than Michael) about our journey,
how the seed was planted in Michael’s mind that
week in October, and how I encouraged him to “go
for it,” telling him I would join him on this adventure.
But let me
tell you, it
... I have found when
didn’t start off
we turn our back on a
all rainbows
and puppies.
challenge, it follows us
Starting a new
like a shadow and haunts
business from
us like a ghost that won’t
scratch was
go away. It’s so easy to
challenging.
The idea of
say you will face your
teaching,
challenge, but just not
learning
today.
online stuff,
and creating
materials
swirled in Michael’s mind for a few years as
something he eventually would pursue, but wasn’t
sure how. I know it’s hard to believe, but Michael had
his doubts about starting all over. I never doubted
him, not even for one nanosecond. I knew he was
the one that built his first tax resolution company
and could do everyone’s job — because he did
do everything when he started, and then trained
his employees to do everything. And even before
Michael had his tax resolution company, I saw him
take small companies from failing to profitable when
he worked in the corporate world.

“

“

The point is, life is filled with challenges. And what
I’ve noticed over the past three years, not only with
Michael and me, but with my friends and people in
our herd, is that it’s human nature and instinctive
to either pretend challenges aren’t there, or to
consciously turn away from them. There are many
definitions of “challenge,” but one of them, as listed
in the Free Online Dictionary, is this: “A test of one’s
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abilities or resources in a demanding but stimulating
undertaking.”
Interestingly
enough, I have
found when we
turn our back
on a challenge,
it follows us
like a shadow
and haunts us
like a ghost
that won’t go
away. It’s so
easy to say
you will face
your challenge,
but just not
today. What I
have learned
over these
past three
years of taking
on something
new is even
though I’m
uncomfortable
with every new
thing I’m learning and implementing, it’s so sweet
once I’ve confronted what’s in front of me — and
now I’m on the other side of it.
We all want to hide from the trials of our lives that
face us, personally or in business, because it’s scary
to face the unknown; it takes a lot of time, effort,
and sometimes money to work through them.
There is nothing more empowering than facing the
challenge in front of you and working through it.
And here’s my food for thought
for you: What challenges are
facing you that you want to turn
from? Don’t let fear be your guide.
Be fearless, and be free. Don’t
look back, look forward, and put
one foot in front of the other.
You’ll be surprised how far you
can go.

– Roslyn Rozbruch

I recently received an email from someone who
said that they heard me on “The Bill Handel Show”
and wanted to know if I could help them with a tax
problem.
Here’s a little backstory: I advertised on “The
Bill Handel Show” when I was running Tax
Resolution Services Company, and I haven’t
advertised on his station in six years! Yet,
here it is six years later, and I receive an
email from a prospective client that said
he heard me on Bill Handel’s show and
asked me if I can help him with his tax
problem. That’s the power of radio.
That’s the long tail that radio has.
Not only that, here’s the significance
of the reach radio has: “The Bill Handel
Show” is a radio show in Los Angeles,
and he’s also syndicated in nearly 200
different demo markets across the
United States. In other words, when I ran on
his show it was like getting 200 60-second
commercials playing at the same time. That’s a
lot of ears listening!

I emailed this gentleman back and asked him about
his decision to contact me. He told me his 86-yearold father heard me on Handel’s show almost 10
years ago. He wrote down my contact information
on a piece of paper and stashed it away just in
case he ever had an IRS problem. So fast forward
to now, the son has an IRS problem, and he
gave his son the piece of paper he’s been
holding onto for years!
So let’s say you were advertising
on radio, and let’s say you were
advertising for a year, and then you
went off to try other strategies. After
you go off the radio, you will still
continue to get calls from people
who jotted your phone number
down on a piece of paper and put it in
their wallet, and when the time is right
or when the IRS is levying their bank
account, or their pain and discomfort is
great enough, they’re going to take that note
out of their wallet, and call you.

– Michael Rozbruch

IRS Terror Tale continued ...
But to make matters worse, the court also learned
that Stanley submitted fake money orders for
payment to the IRS. Stanley even filed a civil suit
against the commissioner of Internal Revenue, an
employee of the IRS, and the assistant U.S. attorney.
The District Court threw out the case immediately,
writing that “by filing his complaint in this court,
Mr. Stanley attempted to throw a wrench into his
criminal proceedings in the Western District of
Missouri and re-present the same argument that he
had previously and unsuccessfully litigated in other
federal courts.”
All told, Stanley was indicted for one count of tax
evasion and one count of endeavoring to obstruct
and impede the due administration of the internal

revenue laws. He ultimately was sentenced to five
years in federal prison without parole.
We guess Stanley didn’t know there are two certain
things in life — death and paying your taxes.
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MEMBER

SPOTLIGHT:
MEET SHARON LEWIS

ENROLLED AGENT
When it comes to representing clients before
the IRS, most practitioners have a story to tell
about how they became involved in the tax
resolution industry, and Sharon Lewis is no
exception. Sharon came to the rescue of her
mother when she had an IRS problem many
years ago. At the time, Sharon was newly
married and her father had just passed away.
While she was visiting her mom, Sharon opened
a cupboard, and “all these envelopes from the
IRS popped out unopened. I opened them to
find out what was going on, thinking ‘How do
you owe all of this money to the IRS?’” Sharon
discovered her mother’s accountant had filled
out the tax returns incorrectly, and the IRS
levied her mother’s bank account. Sharon
took over,
investigated
what
Using Michael’s ‘How to
needed to
Structure Your Fees’ has
be done,
been one of her easiest
and, luckily,
and profitable changes
learned the
to implement, along with
statute of
limitations
getting clients to pay a
was almost
fee upfront and make
up, and was
payment plans.
able to let it
expire.

“

“

After helping her mother, Sharon started getting
cases from other people who had problems
with the IRS. With each new case, she learned
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a little more about tax resolution, and started
taking classes and going to ASTPS bootcamps.
She realized how much she liked doing the
resolution work over tax prep work, saying,
“I like how each case is different.” Sharon has
found that she can be understanding and
nonjudgmental of client’s tax issues because of
her mother’s previous problem. She also shares
that story with her clients. It’s in her brochure,
and reading her story gives people peace of
mind that Sharon is caring before they even
come into her office.
Lately, Sharon is focusing on the marketing
side of her business, and took a lot of notes
on what to implement when she attended our
Marketing and Sales Conference in San Antonio
this past August. She has dedicated and tailored
a portion of her website to tax resolution, and
that brings her a lot of business. Using Michael’s
“How to Structure Your Fees” has been one
of her easiest and most profitable changes to
implement, along with getting clients to pay
a fee upfront and make payment plans. “I was
always undercutting the pricing on what I was
doing, not realizing the actual value that I’m
giving to people.”
In her downtime, Sharon is busy coaching her
10- and 8-year-old children’s baseball team, and
spending time with her rescue poodle, Buster, as
well as with her husband of 27 years.

SAVE THE DATE ...

Last Year’s Marketing & Sales Bootcamp For Tax Resolution
Practitioners Was So Successful — We’re Doing It Again!

MARKETING AND SALES
IMPLEMENTATION BOOTCAMP

FOR TAX RESOLUTION PRACTITIONERS
GET LEADS AND CONVERT THEM INTO CLIENTS!
Have Confidence in
Marketing, Sales, and Client Control
With Our Step-by-Step Program

MARK YOUR CALENDAR:
DATE: Thursday, August 17 & Friday, August 18, 2017
WHERE: Nashville, Tennessee
Join us for a LIVE two-day

event where we’ll present FAST and EASY

step-by-step tactical guides that will get your phones ringing and your
clients paying your fees UPFRONT!

MORE INFO TO FOLLOW …

SUPERCHARGE YOUR PROFITS!
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SHOUT OUTS!

MARKETING & TECHNOLOGY
CONFERENCE

the Following
Happy Birthday to
bers!
Insider Circle Mem

Orlando — Jan 2017

This past January we hosted our 3rd Annual
Marketing and Technology Extravaganza in Orlando,
along with ASTPS. We had a great turnout. We also
had a lineup of great vendors and speakers, some
that were new to the tax resolution industry. All of
the speakers and vendors had great content to share
with attendees. Below are some pictures of our
members from the event.
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n
Keri Amos-Sorenso

WELCOME, NEW MEMBERS:
Larisa Humphrey

James Coman

April

Prithi Daswani

Mark Distante

Michael Bailey
Francina “Peaches”
Downs

Phil Anderson

Jordan Moran

Steven Leibold

Emanuel Forlenza Jr.

Marion Elliott

Peter Arnold

Thomas Gearhart

Robert Payne

Judith Trumble

Teri Suddard
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Dionne Cheshier
Mary Lehan

Congratulations to Perry Cronin for
receiving
large fees and for settling two larg
e offers in
compromise! Way to go! And congrat
ulations on
acceptance into our Mastermind Grou
p!
Kudos to Gerald Yarborough and
Matthew
Previte for sending us a copy of you
r “Tax
Resolution Times” newsletter, and
making it
your own. Good for you for sending
them out!
Congratulations to following mem
bers who have
taken their marketing to the next
level:
Mark Klecka for starting your new
radio
campaign series!
Brian Daley for your billboard ads
— great idea
to put your face on the billboards!
And for also
advertising on the radio!

Francina “Peaches” Downs, and Carlton
Perkins

panel at
ind member
The masterm r’s Circle Lunch
Inside

the VIP

Alissa Hollinger for your radio and
TV ads that
look like interviews!

Harrison Ulloa, with
Sue and Becky
from our office

Chris Churchwell wi
th his
daughter Cejay
Michael and Fred Katz

Joe Zuniga
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Michael with L.G. Brooks, and Larry
Lawler (ASTPS)

Todd Breckel and Michael

Sanjiv Sharma and Larry Stephens
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IRS Terror Tale of the Month

A SOVEREIGN CITIZEN LOSES HIS SOVEREIGNTY
Harold Stanley of Peculiar, Missouri, is one more person
who tried, but failed, to declare himself a sovereign
citizen in order to avoid paying taxes.
Stanley, 62, was a consulting electrical engineer who
refused to pay any federal income tax on his substantial
income. From 2005 to 2009, Stanley received $971,604
in his capacity as an independent contractor, and for
the few first years of that period, he didn’t even file a
tax return. From 2007 to 2009, he filed correct returns
but didn’t submit payment. Then, starting in 2010,
Stanley once again failed to file any tax returns.
The federal government wasn’t interested in Stanley’s
sovereign citizen philosophy, which asserts that he
isn’t subject to government statutes and that he gets
to interpret common law however he chooses. Stanley
was arrested for tax evasion, and in court, Stanley was
convicted of evading taxes to the tune of nearly $1
million over the past decade.

» Continued on page 3 ...
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